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From Wikipedia:  Leise rieselt der Schnee is one of the most famous Christmas songs in 
the German language. It was composed in 1895 in Graudenz by the Protestant pastor 
Eduard Ebel (1839–1905) and published under the title Weihnachtsgruß (Christmas 
Greeting—GHF)in his volume Gesammelte Gedichte.(Collected Poems—GHF) The 
composition of the melody is also often attributed to Ebel, but this statement is 
uncertain and apparently unsupported, especially since Ebel's own publication 
contains only the text.  GHF: finding a composer for this melody is apparently 
problematical, but there is some evidence that a folk song not about Christmas had 
this melody.  That might explain why the poet/author did not mention it:  it was not 
his.  At any rate, I like this melody because to my ear it sounds like what it says: 
snow fluttering down on a very cold night.In the end, its about whether we like it, 
not whether we can trace all its sources.  Leave that to Germanisten, like me!

Deutsch  English prose translation 2021 English Poem 2021

Leise Rieselt der Schnee Softly the snow flutters down Softly the snow flutters down

Leise rieselt der Schnee Softly the  snow’s fluttering 
down

Softy the snow flutters down

still und starr ruht der See thje lake rests quiet and hard Ice lake rests still in hard ground

Weihnachtlich glänzet der Wald the forest has a Christmas like 
glow

The Tannen now whisper the 
tune:

Freue dich, Christkind kommt 
bald

Rejoice, the Christchild is 
coming soon

Rejoice all the Christchild comes 
soon!

In den Herzen ists warm It is warm in the hearts There is a warmth in our hearts

still schweigt Kummer und 
Harm,

worry and grief stay quiet Griefs quiet down and depart

Sorge des Lebens verhallt: Life’s worries fade away With Jesus from  fears be 
immune

Freue dich, Christkind kommt 
bald

Rejoice, the Christchild is 
coming soon

Rejoice all, . the Christchild 
comes soon!

Bald ist heilige Nacht Soon it will be Holy Night Soon it will be Holy Night

Chor der Engel erwacht The chorus of angels awakens Angels in chorus shine bright

Hört nur,  wie lieblich es schallt Listen now, how precious it 
sounds

O hear now how sweetly it 
swoons

Freue dich, Christkind kommt 
bald

Rejoice, the Christchild is 
coming soon

Rejoice all. the Christchild 
comes  soon!
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